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In the past years, people claimed
that online virtual games are for
boys and fashion is for girls.
However today, it is evidenced that
the number of girls play online
games is increasing as it was
experienced by me. Although I like
shopping for fashion items, I also
feel enjoy when I spend my time
playing online games.
This photo diary will show you my
spending and purchase behavior
based on my passion in online
virtual game and also reflect
myself as a consumer.
Significantly, this diary will be
useful for account planning
process.

After made a photo diary, I learn that this
can be my personal reflection on how me, as a
consumer has a different spending behavior between
one product category with another. In my case, I
considered myself as a royal customer when it comes
to online games. As I spent most of my time to play
online games, I also spent most of my cash to buy
virtual game’s products every month. I usually buy
virtual clothes, virtual weapons, and virtual
furniture to complete my gaming experience. I always
buy virtual game’s products without any
considerations and dare to spend a lot towards it.
Despite of that, when it comes to my other
interest which is fashion, I often think and consider
twice when I want to purchase clothes, accessories,
shoes, and another fashion items. My biggest
consideration is about the price and I often think
that I better save my money for my virtual items. For
instance, instead of buying three clothes, I prefer
just to buy one and spend the rest of my money to buy
virtual clothes. Since virtual game’s items are
updated every 2-4 weeks, I feel that I have to buy
the products to be trendy, stay competitive, and
still belong to the games community.
Another reason why I always buy the items is
because the emotional feeling that I would get after
I purchase the products. I feel happy, satisfied, and
sometimes feel that I have to buy the items as a
must. Additionally, I also feel like my goal is
achieved after I purchase it. What most motivate me
to keep purchasing virtual goods is because my online
community is also purchasing the latest items every
month so I think that I have to do the same to keep
competing and they make me feel that there is nothing
wrong or weird to purchase virtual products. Besides,
the emotional feeling that I would get after it is
considered as priceless.

As one of a research method, photo diary can
be considered as a useful tool to get information
about customers. Photo diary comes with some benefits
for both researchers and account planners. The
advantages of using photo diary as a research method
are researchers and account planners will know how
their target audience behaves on certain products and
what their spending patterns towards the products
are. By knowing what their customers’ spending
behavior is, researchers could develop an effective
strategy for marketing their product. Furthermore,
photo diary is very useful for account planner itself
since they can get a better understanding with
customers. As a result, it would make it easier for
account planners to develop the most appropriate
campaign strategy as well as creating the most
desirable advertisements. For example, my photo diary
could give a valuable insight for both fashion
industry and online games industry since the account
planner knows exactly what I need and want. Account
planner could suggest fashion companies to
collaborate with online games companies. Fashion
company could advertise their product or brand by
using product placement in games and design virtual
clothes for online games company. Moreover, based on
my case, account planner will also know that the best
media to advertise fashion products or other products
is using online as I spent most of my time connecting
to the internet.
In brief, what I could learn for this project
is people will consider and think less when they want
to purchase the products that relate to their true
passion or main interest. Like “don’t judge a book by
its cover” phrase, it is difficult to judge customer
from only the outside look. Due to that fact, photo
diary is very useful for account planners to develop
a campaign and advertise the product in an effective
way as from photo diary; researcher can know what
every customer’s main interest is and how they are
willing to spend a lot of money for it.

